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Abstract-Automatic TV ad detection is a challenging task in
computer vision. Manual ad detection is considered a tedious job.
Detecting advertisements automatically saves time and human
effort. In this paper, a method is proposed for detecting repeated
video segments automatically, since generally, ads appear in TV
transmissions frequently. At first, the user is allowed to browse
the advertisements needed to be detected, and the video in which
they are to be detected. The videos are then converted into a text
file using the Base64 encodings. In the third step, the
advertisements are detected using string comparison methods. In
the end, a report, with the names of the advertisements is shown
against the total time and the number of times these
advertisements appeared in the stream. The implementation was
carried out in python.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Advertisements displayed in TV broadcasts are a very
important part of a transmission as most of the revenue of a
broadcaster is generated by advertising. Fast and accurate
advertisement discovery is an important issue in the computer
vision field. The main challenge of ad detection is the lack of
information about the TV transmission structure and the
unpredictable appearance of advertisements in the
transmissions. In this paper, a novel approach is developed for
TV ad detection. An algorithm has been developed for TV
commercial (ad) detection. The proposed algorithm breaks the
videos into frames. The sub-regions of frames take part in the
comparison. The pixel values of the middle region of the
frames of the TV transmited video and the ad segment are
compared. This approach results in TV ad detection with a 60%
precision. Meanwhile, it suffers from the problem that the
results rely heavily on the size of the video file. Another factor
that significantly influences ad detection is the quality of the
video. The proposed algorithm does not provide good results
on grainy and poor-quality videos. The developed system based

on the novel approach for TV ad detection can be used by the
PEMRA (Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority) to
identify particular ads and their statistics. The framework is
also usable for advertisement’s agencies to compute and
visualize the air time used for different ads. The experimental
results confirm the importance of the proposed framework.
This study may be helpful to (Figure 1):
• TV ad detection and identification: Many companies in
marketing research and advertisement are keen on
identifying commercial segments from TV broadcasts to
verify the number of times a particular ad has been aired.
• TV advertiser concerns: A product owner has to keep a
close eye on their competitors’ marketing tactics by
knowing the number of advertisements being aired per day
and the total amount spent for advertising the products of a
particular vendor.
• TV consumer woes: To give viewers an uninterrupted
service is an expensive luxury nowadays as the
bombardment of ads in every program is taking a toll on
audience viewing. A viewer may find it easier to avoid any
such occurrence in advance if the system is equipped with a
consumer-friendly tool that reduces the ads' nuisance in the
future.
• Market analysts inspection: In relation to the revenue
aspect, a media monitoring agency such as PEMRA may
need to know the broadcasted time ratio for ad and non-ad
transmission of a TV channel. The resulting information
may help the agency answer questions such as how much
revenue a TV channel is generating through advertisements
and which advertiser is paying higher for advertisements.
• Government regulatory body surveillance: Government
agencies have to ensure that there should be no breaching in
regulationg of enforced laws during channel transmission.
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One such agency would find useful a video segment
identification application. On the other hand, many media
observatory and regulatory bodies, want to know the real
revenue generated by the various media channels.

Fig. 1.

The possible applications for TV commercials detection.

Many approaches based on different features have been
discussed [1, 2] for video detection and classification tasks.
Authors in [3] investigated the problem of retrieving ads
depending on their salient semantics. Semiotic is the
knowledge of signs, associating signs with their meaning by
communal conventions and particular cultural context.
Identifying cuts, dissolve, and rhythm is used for video
segmentation. Hough transform is used for calculating
significant line slopes for describing shot content cluster
analysis. Practical, playful, topic, and critical were recognized
as semiotic categories of commercials. Evaluation was
conducted on 150 ads from different Italian channels in
compliance with the one conducted by human experts. The
system showed best results on playful and worst results on
practical ads. Authors in [4] explored the problem of real-time
commercial detection using MPEG features in MPEG
compressed videos. Black frame, unicolor frame, and change in
aspect ratio were used for ad detection. It was shown that the
least duration for any ad is one minute. Also, it was found that
the strongest ad detecting parameter is the presence of black
frames in commercial breaks. Authors in [5] proposed a new
learning-based approach for ad detection. The approach uses
several audio and visual features for classification based on
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Average of edge change ratio,
the variance of edge change ratio, average of frame difference,
and variance of frame difference were used as visual features.
NBC, ESPN2, and CNN TV channel transmissions of 10.75
hours was recorded for the evaluation, including different
genres, i.e. movies, sports, and news. Recall values of 88.21%
and 91.77% were observed without and with post-processing
respectively. The respective precision values were 89.39% and
91.65%. Authors in [6] investigated the problem of
identification and categorization of ads from TV transmission.
Boundary detection was performed through a multi-modal
approach. The ads were separated through black frame and
silence features. Classification was conducted through text
www.etasr.com
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detection. In addition, the absence of a channel logo was also
used for ad segmentation from the normal transmission. Hidden
Markov model based on audiovisual features was used for
training. The results showed a precision value of 90% and a
recall value of 80%.
Authors in [7] proposed a commercial detection that is
depending on cookery/cooking programs. Audio-visual
features were used for ommercial boundary detection,
including zero crossing rate, short time energy, edge detection,
and corner detection. Furthermore, the logo of the program
name was matched with a commercial break. Authors in [8]
proposed a signal-based approach that uses an automatic
unsupervised method for the segmentation of TV transmission.
Using the general likelihood ratio and the Bayesian information
criterion ,this approach can be applied to audio signals, visual
signals, or their combination. The evaluation was performed on
recordings from French TV and the TRECVid dataset with
recall values of 93% and 89% respectively. The respective
precision was 93% and 91%. An approach based on Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) and Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) techniques for the classification of TV
commercials was proposed in [9]. The output transcripts
generated by these technologies normally produce a small
number of keywords. These keywords are used to perform
searching which results in semantically relevant information
from the web. After that, retrieved information from the web
was used to develop a feature vector based on text, and the
commercial classification was performed based on text. The
experimental results show that combining external resources
improved the classification accuracy and helped avoiding
speech recognition issues in TV commercial videos. A
methodology based on subtitle detection to detect TV
commercials in videos was presented in [10]. Many constraints
were used to distinguish subtitles and other text that appeared
in a frame. After detecting subtitles, a scheme was presented
that decides whether a TV commercial exists or not, based on
the appearance of subtitles. Then, the genetic algorithm was
used to point out the mark-in and mark-out points. The reported
precision and recall values were more than 90%. Authors in
[11] evaluated an algorithm for the detection of text that
normally cannot be detected easily in a video. This algorithm
performs text detection in cases like a scene with high texture
background. The reported results were 96% and 82% for
precision and recall respectively.
Authors in [12] introduced a framework for the automatic
semantic annotation of unconstrained videos. The framework
helps to minimize the semantic gap, i.e. the difference between
the low-level visual information and the corresponding human
perception. It was also proposed that integrating visual
similarity matching with common sense semantic relationships
is a highly effective approach to automated video annotation.
Authors in [13] investigated the problem of automatic
management of videos taking into account syntactic and
semantic features for TV NEWS programs. Authors in [14]
presented an innovative solution of a smart emotional system
for impaired people. They aimed to accompany the cognitive
information contained in a movie, with the affective content for
emotion recognition. The author in [15] described the TV
stream as a collection of programs (P) and breaks
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(advertisements) (B) [15]. A TV stream is a collection of
program segments and break segments where C.1, C.2, and C.3
represent the different type of program segments having an aim
of information or entertainment (Figure 2 in [15]). Each
category of program segments is separated by breaks
represented through C.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this research work, Base64 Encoding and Decoding
technique has been used to detect TV advertisements. The
following section defines the technique first and the steps
carried out to perform the advertisement detection.

7607

file. Both advertisement files and the Main File are converted
into encoded text files using the Base64 encoding. The
resulting text files are compared line by line to find the match
of any advertisement file in the Main File. Each line of the text
file corresponds to a set of pixel positions in a frame. These
pixel positions are picked from the middle region of the frame
only.

A. Base64 Encoding and Decoding
It is an encoding style that uses 64 numbers of characters to
represent the binary data. Initially, data were sent over the
network, i.e. via email through only a set of text characters but
after the advancement in multimedia technology, it was
expected to send other data types, i.e. images (binary data),
attachments, and executables as well. Thus the need emerged
for some encoding techniques for binary data to transport over
the network. The encoding of binary data is needed to avoid the
problem caused by the existence of null characters in binary
data. The encoding Table of Base64 is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Base64 encoding and decoding values.

B. The Followed Approach for TV Advertisement Detection.
The first technique that we tried was to compare and count
the times the frames of an ad appear in the main broadcast
video. Drawbacks such as high storage utilization, due to the
splitting of videos into frames and more time, occurrred. The
second technique that we tried to use was to detect the
advertisements during a live broadcast. The main problem that
occurred was more time utilization although less storage was
needed. The third technique was to encode all the pixels of all
the frames, of all the videos, and then perform the comparison.
This required more storage utilization as the size of the
produced file was large, and more time in performing the
comparison. The final approach chosen for this project was to
encode only selected pixels belonging to sub-regions of the
frames of the videos and then perform the comparison in order
to reduce the computation cost. The time and the storage
capacity required in this approach were comparatively lesser
than the approaches mentioned above. The proposed
methodology is shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the "Main File"
is the video file that contains both advertisements and other
program segments whereas the "Ad File" denotes the separate
categories of advertisements that may exist in the input video
www.etasr.com

The proposed approach for TV advertisement detection.

The obtained results were further presented in both textual
and graphical forms. When the user selects the advertisements
to be detected and the video they are to be detected in, instead
of encoding each pixel of every frame, only selected pixels are
encoded and saved into a text file and the file size remains
small even for long videos. When the user hits the detect
button, each pixel in each advertisement file is compared to
each pixel in the Main video File until a match is found. When
each pixel in the advertisement file is found in the main video
file in sequence, the count of the comparison for that specific
advertisement increases. Once the comparison is done for all
selected ads, a table consisting of the ads against the time
(seconds) they have appeared in the main video is shown to the
user, with a graphical donut chart representation of the obtained
results. Details are given in the result section of this paper. The
steps of the algorithm are:
Step 01: Break the input videos (Main video and ad videos)
into frames.
Step 02: Select the set of pixel values from each frame
belonging to the sub-region of the selected frames.
Step 03: Convert the set of pixel values into base64 type.
Step 04: Compare all pixel values of an advertisement
frame with the frame of the Main video
If the pixel points match then
Take the frame as an Ad frame and move to the next frame
Repeat the process until the Ad frame matches with the
frames of the Main Video
Return the Total Number of Frames matched
Else
Select the next frame in the sequence
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C. End-User System
A system has been developed for the end-user to evaluate
the performance of the devised algorithm. The developed
system is mainly comprised of four steps.
Step 01: In this step, the end-user is provided with the Ad
Detection screen. The Select Main File button allows the user
to select the video file which contains advertisements and nonadvertisement content. The Select Ad Files button allows the
user to either select a single advertisement segment or set of
advertisement videos to be searched in the Main File (Figure
4).
Step 02: In this step, after providing the Main File and the
Ad file, the end-user is provided with the Upload button. The
button converts the videos into frames and then converts these
frames into Base64 encoded strings (Figure 5).
Step 03: In this step each file is converted into a Base64
encoded text string (Figure 6).
Step 04: The screen in Figure 7 appears when the binary
images are successfully converted into text files using the
Base64 encoding. The end-user is provided with the Detect
button to start the advertisement detection process with the
developed algorithm. The system will produce two different
forms of detection results, one in text form and another in
graphical form.

Fig. 7.

After the successful conversion, the Detect button appears.

D. Dataset
The Video dataset was recorded from National TV channel
transmissions, including ARY Digital 1, and Hum TV. The test
data composed of three segments of transmission that were
recorded from ARY Digital and Hum TV. The two segments
from ARY had 2.5 hours length and the HUM TV segment had
a length of 1 hour 40 minutes. All three segments were
recorded from a local cable provider and were sampled at 25
frames per second.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The detection results were obtained in two ways: single ad
and multiple ad detection as shown in Figures 8-11. Figure 8
shows the text file output of the results and Figure 9 the
produced graphical representation. They shows the detection of
a KFC advertisement which lasts for 10 seconds in a given 152
second video file.

Fig. 8.
Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Main screen of the system.

Selecting the main video file and the advertisement file.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 6.
files.

Single ad detection text results.

Converting the main video file and the advertisement file into text

www.etasr.com

Single ad detection graphical results.

Figure 10 shows the text file output of the results of
multiple ad detection and Figure 12 their graphical
representation. They show the number of detected
advertisements. Moreover, the name of each detected
advertisement is given in the adjacent column along with their
duration in seconds in another adjacent column. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first time the Base64 encoding
technique is used for TV advertisements detection. The
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technique results in TV advertisement detection with 60%
precision. On the other hand, it suffers from the problem that
the results rely heavily on the size of the video file. One more
factor that influences advertisement detection is video quality.
The proposed algorithm does not provide good ad detection
results on grainy and poor-quality videos.

computation cost but it also causes the loss of important
information needed for ad detection.
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